
Managing and creating tasks has never been easier. Get tasks from Planner & Teams 

at the tip of your hand, in Outlook on any platform and device. Quick view of all your 

task. Create or update a task. Create a task from an email and save files or the email 

on the task. From Outlook you get the same features as you have on the online 

Planner and more. 

“Congratulations to iGlobe. By extending 

the value of Office 365 Planner, iPlanner Pro 

enhances business value through 

organizational and individual productivity.  

Mike Ammerlaan, Director, Product Marketing 

Ecosystem, Microsoft.

iPlanner Pro has won 2 Microsoft Awards. 

1. Ignite Conference 2019, Microsoft 

presented iGlobe with Office 365 APP 

Awards: 1st place for Best Integration

2. Ignite Conference 2018, Microsoft 

presented iGlobe with Office 365 APP 

Awards: 3rd Place Most Business Value

With 15,000 unique users worldwide and over 

500,000 clicks every month iPlanner has 

immediately generated interest from Office 

365 users. iGlobe has found a way to ease the 

planning of everyday tasks by connecting 

Outlook with the Microsoft Planner and 

people are noticing. 

iPlanner Pro - Extending the value of Office 365 Planner and empowering 

people to achieve even more with iPlanner Pro Outlook Add-in. A very simple 

Add-in with an extreme high value to users around the world. Using Microsoft 

Graph iPlanner Pro integration to Planner Tasks and the calendar. Simple and 

Powerful. iPlanner Pro is among the whitelisted IOS Add-ins and is available from 

a client or IOS device.  iPlanner Pro enhance business value through 

organizational and individual productivity simply because it becomes easy to do 

it. iPlanner Pro extend the Office experience by providing contextual 

functionality that users can access their tasks within Outlook. iPlanner Pro 

enables users to be more efficient and get more done. Getting many of our tasks 

from mails the sender expect the problem to be solved immediately. IPlanner 

Pro enables you to create the task when you get where you get it at any time on 

any device with Outlook. Assign it and solve it all directly from Outlook. 

VIDEO GUIDES

iPlanner YouTube playlist includes, deployment and users guides

SUBSCRIPTION iPlanner Pro is a subscription-based license . 

Pricing

• iPlanner Pro is a subscription-based license. Up to 50 users, US $2 (Euro 2,-) 

per user per month based on a yearly subscription and a minimum of 5 user.

• From 50 users, US $1 (Euro 1,-) per user per month based on a yearly 

subscription.

• Over 500, get a quote

Legal information regarding iPlanner Pro - iPlanner Pro license agreement 

Learn more: 

iPlanner Pro - https://planner.iglobe.dk/ 

About -https://youtu.be/2m2vNNs8wjQ

iPlanner Pro

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKPkfe6HNVv8oTlovBwuIEYa9F3T5XmBo
http://iglobecrm.com/content/end-user-license-agreement-iglobe-iplanner-add-ins

